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Gamma Solutions now able to Provide LXE Repair Service throughout 
Australia    

 
Gamma Solutions now an authorised LXE repair centre, greatly improving logistical 

options for customers. 
  

Australia, December 2008 – Gamma Solutions, a leading Australia data capture systems 
designer, has announced that their comprehensive Service Centre is now an authorised 
LXE Service Repair Centre for LXE Hardware. Gamma Solutions will also be able to 
provide LXE repair services throughout Australia, courtesy of their wide network of 
engineers conveniently located in all capital cities.  
 
The Gamma Solutions Service Centre and Australia wide service engineers will now also 
specialise in the repair and upgrade of LXE wearable computers, LXE cold storage 
rugged handheld computers, LXE scanners and LXE rugged wireless vehicle mounted 
computers.  
 
The Gamma Solutions Service Centre will enable a streamlined process which will allow 
customers to successfully log all of their various LXE hardware repair requirements. One 
of the many benefits of this program is that all LXE hardware will be returned to 
customers ‘ready to use’, thus reducing significant levels of productivity downtime.  
 
Qualified Service Engineers provide knowledge in all areas of technical support and are 
trained and experienced in repairing and configuring various types of LXE hardware. 
Gamma Solutions offer an on-site service in all major capital cities and maintenance 
service plans to ensure LXE equipment is always performing at an optimum level. 
 
“Gamma Solutions is delighted to announce to our customers that we are now accepting 
LXE products for service and repair Australia wide." said Leo Sfinas, National Service 
Manager at Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd. “ 
 

-more- 



“Over the years many of our potential customers had their LXE products repaired directly 
through LXE technologies, or even through some second hand dealers. With our own 
Service Repair centre now operating in Melbourne and with service engineers located in 
all major Australian capital cities, the logistics are greatly improved and we are able to 
provide the service to almost anyone in Australia’ continued Leo Sfinas.  
 
Gamma Solutions is committed to providing all their customers with quality practical and 
flexible technology solutions. The announcement by LXE technologies that Gamma 
Solutions is now an authorised LXE repair centre will continue to help the company 
deliver their commitment to customers throughout Australia.   
 

-ends- 
 
About Gamma Solutions 
 
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company, 
based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in 
1992, the company provides all the components of a mobile computing, RFID and data 
collection systems such as portable terminals, scanners, printers, wireless networks, 
middleware software and implementation services. Gamma Solutions is an Intermec 
Honours partner, a Cisco Select partner, an Oracle One partner, a Sybase mobility 
partner, Zebra Partners first and an LXE authorised partner. Gamma Solutions is a 
company committed to providing quality, practical and flexible solutions to suit the needs 
of its customers 
 
About LXE Inc 
 
LXE Inc. develops and manufactures rugged computers with integrated wireless and 
automatic-identification technology for mobile workers in tough environments. The 
Company’s easy-to-use and reliable products are used by organizations to drive down 
costs and improve customer satisfaction. LXE’s vehicle-mounted, hand-held and 
wearable computer products are delivered through a worldwide network of offices, 
distributors, value-added resellers and system integrators. LXE is a division of EMS 
Technologies, Inc. (NASDAQ: ELMG), a leading supplier of wireless connectivity 
solutions. For more information, visit www.lxe.com. 
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